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the metropolitan region is capable of achiev tion being given to the region’s start-up scene. keep going, and get going are some of the
ing. Mainz-based company Biontech devel Who will be the next Biontech? Which foun- catchwords, and the same applies to Wirtoped the world’s first highly effective mRNA der will come up with an idea that can poten- schaftsinitiative FrankfurtRheinMain. Some
vaccine and did so in record time at that. tially change the face of an entire industry? 130 firms from large international corporaDarmstadt-based pharma corporation Merck We took a closer look and show the diversity tions to start-ups are all members of the
supplies Biontech with the urgently needed li- of the ecosystem that has sprung up in the region’s most important business network
pid shells that are used to transport the mRNA shadow of Frankfurt’s banking towers and in and seek together to make FrankfurtRhinesubstance safely to the body’s cells after inject the environs of Darmstadt Technical Univer- Main strong and fit for the future. Never heard
ion. The small bottles of borosilicate glass for sity.

of us? Not surprising. As an organization we

transporting the vaccine are made by Mainz

do not often take the limelight but rather pre-

specialist glassmaker Schott. And Frankfurt One key element helping drive these develop- fer to offer a stage for our members, build
Airport is one of the global transshipment ments is the IT infrastructure in Frankfurt bridges, facilitate projects. Which is why –
points for distributing the vaccine worldwide.

RhineMain, most clearly visible in the greatly though not immediately apparent – there are
increasing number of data centers here. We numerous activities in which Wirtschaftsini-

Incidentally, the vaccine itself is produced took a look behind the typically grey, window- tiative is involved. For one thing FRM magain Marburg in the former Behring plant, in less façades. And it is safe to say that this trend zine itself. It is the result of a comprehensive
other words at the location where over 100 offers immense opportunities for the region.

strategic project that we launched over a de-

years ago Emil von Behring, the first ever No-

cade ago.

bel Prize in Medicine laureate, produced se- That said, in this issue of FRM we also want
rums against the infectious diseases diphthe- not only to look forwards but also back – at Now on our 25th anniversary we are mak
ria and tetanus. A second production site is the cultural legacy of the region. Indeed, ing an exception and would like to present
Sanofi in Frankfurt’s Höchst district, namely FrankfurtRhineMain now boasts two new our network to you in this issue. Get to know
at the erstwhile “Farbwerke” dye factory that UNESCO World Heritage sites: the Artists’ gamechangers, members and the backwas dubbed the “pharmacy of the world”. It is Colony Mathildenhöhe in Darmstadt and the ground, and find out why it is so important
very encouraging that the region is so well three centers of Medieval Jewish life on the that corporations also shoulder responsibility
equipped for the future.

Rhine: Speyer, Worms and Mainz. We also for the future of FrankfurtRhineMain.
took a look at them for you. Enjoy your read!
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Mathildenhöhe in Darmstadt:
The Hochzeitsturm or Wedding Tower rises up above
everything else. The Russian
Chapel was built before the
founding of the Artists’ Colony.

>

From a distance it looks like an outstretched

hand due to the five-part crown that tops the

almost 50-meter-high Wedding Tower. With its five
“fi ngers” the brick tower designed by Joseph Maria Olbrich and completed in 1908 not only shapes the face of
the Mathildenhöhe in Darmstadt famous for its Artists’
Colony. It is also the landmark of the entire city. And since the end of July it is officially part of the UNESCO World
Heritage list. The Tower shares this distinction with the
entire Artists’ Colony that Grand Duke Ernst Ludwig of
Hessen established back in 1899. “May my state of Hessen flourish and in it art” was the motto of Ernst Ludwig,
who expected the colony would invigorate both art and
business in the region.

NEW WORLD HERIT AGE SITES
The Künstlerkolonie or Artists’ Colony Mathildenhöhe in Darmstadt and the
ShUM sites Speyer, Worms and Mainz have been named UNESCO World Heritage sites. They are all worth visiting.

The City of Darmstadt can hope that its UNESCO title –
which is has worked towards for ten years now – will
have a similar effect. What is certain is that to this day
the Mathildenhöhe has continued to symbolize renewal.
In artistic terms it was Art Nouveau at the time that promised renewal; aside from Joseph Maria Olbrich six
other artists including Peter Behrens and Paul Bürck
brought rejuvenation to Darmstadt. Grand Duke Ernst
Ludwig had appointed them, wooing them away from
such famous cities as Paris or Munich. The artists built

BY JÜRGEN MOISES (TEXT)
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Locals

Eva Fricke
Winemaker

Though she came from a different professional background, she achieved something
that numerous prize-winning vintners in
the Rheingau had failed to do: In 2020, her

TOMORROW’S
PEOPLE

2019 Lorcher Krone Riesling Trockenbeerenauslese was awarded the highest possible score of 100 points by Robert Parker’s
Wine Advocate. Only 700 wines had previously gained this distinction. Yet Eva Fricke
neither comes from a wine-grower’s family
nor does she come from a wine-growing region. Born in Bremen, she studied viniculture in Geisenheim and ended up staying
there. In 2006, she founded her own vineyard with a small leasehold property in a
peripheral location. Today, she manages 17
hectares and produces wines in keeping

Five of 5.8 million: Anyone who knows these faces and stories knows what
makes the FrankfurtRhineMain metropolitan region so strong.

with the organic and vegan guidelines. The
famous British wine critic Stuart Pigott
praises her as the “leading rising
star winemaker in Germany”.

>

The Corona pandemic was slowed down not least of

all thanks to the outstanding achievement of two

individuals based in Mainz – Biontech founders Özlem Türeci

plies the urgently needed lipid shells with which the mRNA substance is safely transported to the cells after being injected.
Mainz special glass manufacturer Schott produces the chemical

and Ugur Sahin. In less than 12 months, the two researchers suc-

and temperature resistant bottles needed for the transport. And

ceeded in developing a highly effective and safe vaccine. There

Frankfurt International Airport is the main transshipment cen-

was a time this would have taken years, if not decades. Another
important factor in this success story is the existence of a strong
cluster in FrankfurtRhineMain. After all, alongside the fast de-

ter for the international distribution of vaccines. Th is confi rms
once again the economic clout of the metropolitan region and
shows how innovative its citizens are. Time and time again there

velopment of a vaccine, its fast production and delivery is equally

are people whose ideas and projects have an impact far beyond

important. Darmstadt pharmaceuticals corporation Merck sup-

the region.
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Jonas Ratermann (2)
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The people moving the region forward:
Our cover photo shows Co-Founder and CEO
Tom Plümmer of the startup Wingcopter from
Weiterstadt near Darmstadt - see also pages 10-17.
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Excellence

THE WORLD
STARS
Özlem Türeci and Ugur Sahin developed a novel Corona vaccine in Mainz,
giving the world hope that the pandemic could be beaten. The duo’s story goes
back much further.

BY SEBASTIAN BALZTER (TEXT)

>

The story behind what is to date the greatest suc-

involves would not exactly have been advantageous. However, Tü-

cess humanity has scored in battling Covid-19 star-

reci grew up in deeply Catholic Oldenburg, as the daughter of a

ted well before the virus was first isolated and identified under a

surgeon who had immigrated to Germany, while Sahin grew up in

microscope. And it likewise did not start in Mainz, where in 2008

Cologne, the son of an industrial worker. And thus, the old cliches

the two medical doctors Özlem Türeci (54) and Ugur Sahin (56)

hardly applied. Especially as both say that they were science-gaga

founded their company Biontech, which developed a Covid-19 vac-

even as kids. As young doctors they worked a lot harder than most

cine in record time that has since been ordered in the millions

of their peers, or so the latter recall. And both shared a glorious

and gave the world hope it could conquer the pandemic. No, the

objective even back then: They wanted to find an antidote to can-

story starts in Homburg, a small town in the Saarland well away

cer, that tortuous and in many cases incurable disease. Essentially,

from the limelight.

it was already emerging that they would not be able to remain researchers forever but would one day have to found a company to

It was at the university teaching hospital there that Türeci and

turn their ideas into medicines.

Sahin first met back in the early 1990s – and fell in love. She was
studying medicine; he was a junior doctor working on his docto-

Practically speaking, the key here was the couple moving to

rate. In Turkey, their respective parents’ native country, they pro-

Mainz in 2001: Cancer specialist Christoph Huber worked at the

bably would not have got so close so quickly. The families come

university there and acted as their entrepreneurial mentor who

from different parts of the country and the mutual prejudices this

had dedicated himself to scientific insights into patient care. In
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Excellence

Mainz they therefore enjoyed conditions that were about as good
as in Stanford or Boston, the US biotech centers, comments Sahin
– before the success in finding a Covid-19 vaccine made him and

Rarely has such a
similarly existential major
scientific achievement been
recognized in this building!

//

German Federal President
Frank-Walter Steinmeier

his wife into stars. They had their financial backers, brothers
Thomas and Andreas Strüngmann, to thank for the fact that unlike in the one or other German biotech company they were able
to spend years peacefully working away on their project without
having to constantly hunt for new sources of funding. The two
investors, who made their money with pharma corporation Hexal, provided the capital that enabled Biontech to be established
in the first place. They didn’t even need 15 minutes to reach their
decision after Türeci and Sahin had presented their plans, report
others who were at the meeting. It was a courageous decision as
no one could have foreseen back then just how worthwhile the

picture alliance/Flashpic

commitment would be, and that includes in financial terms.
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Cancer is completely unlike Covid-19 and in many respects

more complicated. Türeci and Sahin married in 2002 and
have a daughter together, but they did not achieve world
vaccine. However, it is actually logical, because at Biontech
the duo systematically researched different paths to beating cancer, one of which is to activate the body’s own immune system using so-called mRNA substances. These are

picture alliance/akg-imag
es

fame with a cancer cure – instead it was with their Corona

basically sister molecules to our DNA, which contains our
genetic makeup. For years Türeci and Sahin worked at developing a vaccine against cancer using this path. When in
winter 2020 the news broke of the new, deadly virus, both
swiftly decided to apply the same technique to beating the
new enemy. The rest of the story is well-known.

\\

PHARMACY
TO THE
WORLD
Over a century ago FrankfurtRhineMain was al-

ready known for being the “pharmacy to the
world”. Based in Höchst, which is today a district
of Frankfurt, the “Farbwerke” dye factory that
later became Hoechst AG (photo) collaborated
with three winners of the Nobel Prize for Medicine, namely Emil von Behring (1901), Robert Koch
(1905) and Paul Ehrlich (1908). The first successful medicines were the antipyretic painkiller
“Antipyrin” and an immune serum against diphtheria that Emil von Behring had developed. Robert Koch, who discovered the pathogen that
caused tuberculosis, had medicines manufactured in here. In 1910, the “Farbwerke” started making “Salvarsan”, which Paul Ehrlich had devised a year earlier, an arsenic-based compound
that killed the pathogen that caused syphilis. It
was, in fact, the very first type of chemotherapy.
Emil von Behring, by contrast, the world’s very

first laureate of the Nobel Prize for Medicine, later used his prize money to set up his own company, and in his own plant in Marburg he then manufactured serums that could heal infectious
diseases such as diphtheria and tetanus. The
Great Cross of Merit of the Federal
Republic of Germany with star:
One of Germany’s highest awards
was bestowed on Özlem Türeci
and Ugur Sahin

former Behring plant is where Biontech is now
rolling out its novel mRNA vaccine.

\\

Ideas

THE HIGHFLYERS
Who will be the next Biontech? The success
of the Mainz-based vaccine developer has
shone a new light on the start-up scene in
FrankfurtRhineMain.
BY MARTIN ORTH (TEXT)

>

Weiterstadt just outside Darmstadt, 25,000 inhabitants and a

large industrial estate. In front of an abandoned-looking indus-

trial building, the voice from the navigation system says: “You have reached
your destination.” Can this really be the headquarters of a company that’s luring investors from Silicon Valley? A couple of hipsters leaving the site are the
only clue to what might lie within it. “Until recently, this site belonged to a
well-known e-bike manufacturer, but they needed more space. We’ve just
moved in,” says Thomas Dreiling, Press Spokesperson at Wingcopter.
In the entrance area Thomas Dreiling points to a drone and moves one of the

four swiveling rotors. “These enable the Wingcopter to take off vertically
and shift smoothly to forward flight,” Dreiling explains. The innovative
flying machine combines the best qualities of a helicopter with those of a
fixed-wing aircraft and is winning fans with its top features: start and landing with a minimal footprint, and definitely without a runway or ramp,
speed of 150 km/h, range of 120 kilometers, payload of six kilos. All this
opens up entirely new avenues in logistics.
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Drones for logistics
In Weiterstadt just outside Darmstadt, three university
dropouts have built drones that combine the capacities
of a helicopter and an airplane. The Wingcopter can take
off and land vertically without a runway or ramp and can fly
at up to 150 kilometers an hour. https://wingcopter.com

//

Ideas
Ideen

Mattresses for the world
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Moritz Reich

Emma Matratzen is one of the fastest-growing
start-ups in FrankfurtRhineMain. Founded in
late 2015 by Dennis Schmoltzi and Manuel
Müller, it now has production sites on three
continents and supplies its award-winning
mattresses in more than 30 countries. Its range now even includes a smart mattress.
www.emma-matratze.de

Software for whistle-blowers

hier-jetzt-fotografie.de

The Frankfurt-based start-up is aiming to be
the “intel inside” of compliance systems. An
EU directive obliges companies with more
than 50 employees to create a secure way to
report misconduct within firms by December
2021, and LegalTegrity offers the optimal solution for this. https://legaltegrity.com

//

Ideas

AI for modern living
Frankfurt-based start-up Roomhero is Europe’s
first digital interior designer for residential and
commercial properties. Roomhero uses an algorithm to design an individual concept from the details of the type of home or office, the budget and
the floor plan. The customer then orders the entire
package or individual parts. www.roomhero.de
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The high-tech device was invented by Jonathan Hesselbarth, who

spent a large part of his childhood and youth on an airfield as his
parents were passionate glider pilots; no surprise that he began
building model aircraft at an early age. He was later inspired by
The contact point
StartHub Hessen is the central port of call for the Hesse
start-up community. The initiative from the Federal State of
Hesse is part of Hessen Trade & Invest GmbH and aims to
link up start-ups with higher education institutions, incubators, accelerators, business hubs, companies and investors. Free of charge and without obligation, it provides
funding advice, analyses requirements, finds the right funding program, and offers support with applications.
www.starthub-hessen.de

the Bell Boeing V-22 Osprey, a vast tilt-rotor convertible aircraft
with vertical take-off and landing capability. Surely it’s possible
to do it more easily, Hesselbarth thought, and the idea for the
Wingcopter was born.
The mechanical engineering student teamed up with Tom Plüm-

mer, who had built up an income stream for himself during his studies with a drone start-up for filming. They were later joined by industrial engineer Ansgar Kadura. Now, the three founders employ
135 people and have already developed the second generation Wingcopter, the W 198, with the number representing its wingspan.

THE FOUNDING
FATHERS

The new model is set to bring about the commercial break

through. It has eight rotors, is optimized according to aviation
standards, and incorporates redundancy, meaning that when
one unit fails, a second takes over. The Wingcopter has already
passed a series of endurance tests from the South Seas to the

Carlo Kölzer is the most
successful start-up founder
in FrankfurtRhineMain to
date. He set up his FX trading platform 360T in
2000, so at a time when no
one was talking about fintech, and sold it to Deutsche Börse in 2015 for 725
million Euros. He now aims
to facilitate investments in
art and real estate through
tokens.

Arctic; it is now patent-protected in all the important global
markets. “We could ramp up production next year to 1,000
units,” says Thomas Dreiling.
The company’s chances are looking good. Wingcopter recently an-

nounced a strategic partnership with Air Methods, a leading American air rescue service that wants to open up a new area of business
with a new subsidiary, using drones to transport urgent medical
items such as drugs, blood reserves, blood samples or organ donations. This is where Wingcopter can play to its strengths because the
delivery drones are faster than cars and cheaper than helicopters.

Patricia Kühfuss (2)

Will Wingcopter be the next Biontech? The global success of the

Andreas Gahlert has

innovative Corona vaccine developer from Mainz has really spot-

twice achieved huge success as a start-up founder.
In 2006 he sold his advertising agency Neue Digitale
for a large sum to the American giant Razorfish.
In 2015 he set up CoBi –
Connected Bike, which he
then also sold in 2017 for
an “appropriate” sum to
Bosch, but remains on
board as Chief Digital
Officer.

lighted the start-up scene in FrankfurtRhineMain. There is even
a unicorn among them, i.e., a start-up that is worth more than
one billion US Dollars at its so-called exit. Biotech start-up MYR
from Bad Homburg was acquired by US pharmaceuticals giant
Gilead for 1.15 billion Euros in 2020.
Others are well established, such as mattress supplier Emma

from Frankfurt. “The Sleep Company” was founded in 2015 and
is now active in 26 countries with sales of over 400 million Euros.
The Duisburg-based Haniel family, long-standing industrialists,

F.A.Z. / Helmut Fricke

acquired over 50 percent of the shares in 2020. Some start-ups
are on the rise. Frankfurt-based fintech Clark, for example, is
considered one of Germany’s fastest-growing digital companies.
It offers its users the opportunity to manage, compare and improve their insurance policies digitally. In early 2021, Chinese
tech group Tencent got involved.

Ideas

Vinokilo

//

Fashion for change
The charismatic founder of Vinokilo, Robin
Balser, hopes that his Mainz-based start-up
will do nothing less than turn the European
textile industry upside down. “Vintage is the
new new”, is the credo of the uncrowned king
of the second-hand world. And: “We base
success on positive effects, not on profit.”
https://vinokilo.com
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Art is emotion

The start-up scene in FrankfurtRhineMain is very diverse. The

focus is on technology in the vicinity of the TU Darmstadt
and on fintech in the shadow of Frankfurt’s banking towers.
One of the drivers of the development is Sebastian Schäfer.
The CEO of Frankfurt’s TechQuartier, one of the leading
start-up and innovation hubs in Germany, sits in a meeting
room on a sprawling floor of a high-rise close to the exhibition site, and breaks down the figures: “40 percent of our 420
start-ups come from Frankfurt and the region and 60 percent
from Germany and the rest of the world.”
Around 30 to 35 percent are in the fintech sector. “The city

boasts both fintech talents and the demand from companies
for innovations,” writes “Startup Genome”, the globally leading American consultancy and research company for innopital investments flowed into fintech start-ups between 2012
and 2017.” On top of this, “Startup Genome” attests to the
region’s exceptional strength in cyber security.
Sebastian Schäfer aims to develop the entire ecosystem in

FrankfurtRhineMain and always keeps an eye on the big picture. “Our core function is that of an innovation broker,” says
Schäfer. “We provide established industry with new technologies and business models, and we orchestrate the processes
between start-ups and companies, public institutions and
universities.”

“OÜM” by Massala Dance Company, ©/photo Fouad Boussouf

vation policy. “More than 50 percent of the local venture ca-

His latest major project is the “Financial Big Data Cluster”

(FBDC). As part of the Gaia-X initiative instigated by the Federal Government, the EU is working on a cross-thematic
European data infrastructure in order to become more independent from American and Chinese providers. For this, the
TechQuartier has teamed up with numerous renowned partners from industry, research, and politics as part of a research project (safeFBDC) to develop new AI-based methods
based on five different use cases.

What would art and culture be without funding?
Outstanding cultural institutes need outstanding
productions. The Kulturfonds Frankfurt RheinMain
has been supporting the region‘s cultural landscape
since 2007 and has so far provided funding of around
68 million euros.

“This safeFBDC is a milestone for our regional ecosystem ac-

tivities,” says Schäfer. “With this initiative, in future we will
be able to give the 134 AI start-ups established thus far in the
TechQuartier access to a unique financial data ecosystem –
with the very best prerequisites for the development of futureproof AI innovations and data-driven business models.“

\\

The non-profit fund is operated by the state of Hesse, Frankfurt am Main,
the Hochtaunus district and the Main-Taunus district, Darmstadt,
Wiesbaden, Hanau, Bad Vilbel, Offenbach am Main and Oestrich-Winkel.
Further outstanding art and cultural projects can be found at
www.kulturfonds-frm.de / Facebook / Instagram / Newsletter

Technology

Interxion

//

The engine room of the Internet:
Server racks in a computer center in
Frankfurt. You don’t see people here
very often – other than the
security staff.
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Jonas Ratermann

BIG DATA
INSIDE
FrankfurtRhineMain is the data stronghold
of the continent. How so? And what opportunities
does it offer? A glimpse behind the window-less
façades of the computer center.

BY MARTIN ORTH (TEXT)

Technology

www.holtgreve.org

//

Jonas Ratermann (2)

Interior view of a data center:
The most important thing is the
uninterruptible power supply, air
conditioning and security around
the clock.
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10
Terabits

>

“Almost a billion for new computer centers,” “Google
buys 23 hectare area in the east and southeast of Frank-

furt,” “China Mobile opens data center in Mörfelden,” “Neckermann
complex to become Digital Park” – hardly a week goes by without the
media announcing new superlatives from the European data stronghold FrankfurtRhineMain. The reason: Frankfurt is home to the largest
Internet hub in the world. Every e-mail, every video conference, and
every streaming series operates via this hub. That is a great attraction

10 Terabits per second is the transmission
record at Frankfurt’s Internet hub
De-Cix. That is equivalent to a data volume
from a 220-kilometer-high pile of A4 sheets
of paper, each of them covered in writing.

for computer centers.
In the late 1990s, the De-Cix Internet Exchange was first set up.

Since then, development has been in one direction only – upwards, and steeply. The Corona pandemic has given a further
boost to digitization. Last autumn, the record of 10 Terabits per
second was broken. That is equivalent to data from a 220-kilometer-high pile of A4 pages of written paper.
In and around Frankfurt more and more computer centers are

443

Megawatts
At the end of 2020, Frankfurt’s
computer centers used 443 Megawatts of electricity. Another 180
Megawatts will be added for the
new Interxion computer centers on
the former Neckermann premises.

popping up. They are the engine rooms driving the Internet; they
are where data are processed and stored. Frankfurt and its surroundings alone boast some 60 large computer centers, and that
does not include companies who have their own center such as
Deutsche Bahn or Deutsche Bank. These so-called colocation
data centers provide customers with the infrastructure for their
data processing and transmission. So what exactly lies behind
these mostly grey, window-less, multi-story buildings that are
secured with high fences and barbed wire?
“You can imagine it being like a rental apartment with a perfect

internet connection,” says Holger Nicolay, Business Development Manager of Interxion, one of the leading colocation data

1

High-rise
One high-rise in Frankfurt is already heated
using the waste heat from servers. In
2018, Cloud & Heat began operating a
computer center in the Eurotheum. Since
then it has heated part of the skyscraper.

center operators in Frankfurt. “There, too, you are provided with
an infrastructure that you can use. It’s the same with us. The client brings their server, and we ensure he has an uninterrupted
electricity supply, air conditioning, and security round the clock
– not to mention a connection to the main fiber-optic networks
in Europe and the world.”
With over 280 data centers worldwide, 20 of those in Frankfurt,

Interxion is one of the leading colocation providers in Europe and
on the Frankfurt data center campus accommodates the core infrastructure of the De-Cix Internet exchange hub. It is part of the
company’s strategy to establish data centers at the locations of
the large Internet hubs so as to keep latency, in other words the
delay time of data transmission, to a minimum. “It might seem
relatively unimportant if it takes a quarter of a second longer for
an e-mail to arrive,” says Nicolay, “but for investment banks or in
the health sector such delays make a considerable difference.”

Technology

Interxion (2)

//

And why is that it in the computer centers you hardly see any peo-

ple bar the security staff? “We employ a lot of people who keep the
operational side of the business up and running. That includes systems electricians as well as engineers, air-conditioning technicians, and facility managers. Alongside these technical professions
Digital Park Fechenheim
In the east of Frankfurt, the first heritage
listed computer center is being realized. Interxion is converting the building that was used
by mail-order firm Neckermann into a digital
park. No changes will be made to the façade
of the famous building designed by Egon Eiermann with its 1,000 windows.

there are numerous employees in the administrative section – in
fact there are about 280 people in all. The entire team is involved
before a client moves in here. After all, from the start the infrastructure has to be adapted to the client’s specific needs. Some arrive with 20 servers and need two server cabinets, a large public
cloud provider like Microsoft or Amazon – entire lorry loads. That
makes a difference not only to the electricity supply. But there,
again, it’s hardly different to a rental apartment.”
Interxion was in the headlines recently because the company

bought the former building and grounds of mail-order firm Neckermann in Frankfurt and wants to erect a Digital Park Fechenheim there - while observing heritage requirements. The plan is
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first clients are scheduled to move during the third quarter of
2022. And there is certainly a need for it as the big time of 5G,
artificial intelligence and the Internet of things is still to come.

Schneider + Schumacher

that soon up to ten new data centers will be realized there; the

What’s more, the Gaia-X European Cloud Initiative is gaining mo-

mentum. In building an independent data infrastructure the European Union seeks to become more independent of the American and Chinese cloud providers. Hessen has adopted a leading
role in one sector and seeks to establish a financial big data cluster. The latter would combine financial data from corporations,
public authorities and the world of science that were previously
not combined to form a data pool so as to be better equipped for

Qianhai Telecommunication Center
Frankfurt-based architecture practice
Schneider + Schumacher is planning the
world’s first data center in high-rise form in
the metropolis Shenzhen (near Hong Kong).
Particularly striking is the largely windowless
façade with its moving elements.

fighting say money laundering, tax evasion and insider transactions. But computing capacity will also have to be increased for
Gaia-X. FrankfurtRhineMain is predestined to handle the task.\\

What else can we do for
our children?
Help make the world more sustainable?
And our portfolio too?

For some of life’s questions, you’re not alone.
Together we can find an answer.
ubs.com/de

© UBS 2021. All rights reserved.
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Location

Design for
Democracy.
Atmospheres
for a better life

Contact: hello@designFRM.de
Sponsorship: City of Frankfurt am Main in cooperation
with the cities, municipalities and districts of the
region Frankfurt RheinMain and the State of Hesse,
supported by Kulturfonds Frankfurt RheinMain.
www.designFRM.de
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Discoveries

Jonas Ratermann (2)

//

NEW WORLD HERIT
The Künstlerkolonie or Artists’ Colony Mathildenhöhe in Darmstadt and the
ShUM sites Speyer, Worms and Mainz have been named UNESCO World Heri
tage sites. They are all worth visiting.
BY JÜRGEN MOISES (TEXT)
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Mathildenhöhe in Darmstadt:
The Hochzeitsturm or Wed
ding Tower rises up above
everything else. The Russian
Chapel was built before the
founding of the Artists’ Colony.

>

From a distance it looks like an outstretched

hand due to the five-part crown that tops the

almost 50-meter-high Wedding Tower. With its five
“fingers” the brick tower designed by Joseph Maria Olbrich and completed in 1908 not only shapes the face of
the Mathildenhöhe in Darmstadt famous for its Artists’
Colony. It is also the landmark of the entire city. And since the end of July it is officially part of the UNESCO World
Heritage list. The Tower shares this distinction with the
entire Artists’ Colony that Grand Duke Ernst Ludwig of
Hessen established back in 1899. “May my state of Hessen flourish and in it art” was the motto of Ernst Ludwig,
who expected the colony would invigorate both art and
business in the region.

AGE SITES

The City of Darmstadt can hope that its UNESCO title –
which is has worked towards for ten years now – will
have a similar effect. What is certain is that to this day
the Mathildenhöhe has continued to symbolize renewal.
In artistic terms it was Art Nouveau at the time that promised renewal; aside from Joseph Maria Olbrich six
other artists including Peter Behrens and Paul Bürck
brought rejuvenation to Darmstadt. Grand Duke Ernst
Ludwig had appointed them, wooing them away from
such famous cities as Paris or Munich. The artists built

//

Discoveries

houses, tried out new ways of living, produced pioneering
exhibitions, and brought other artists to the city. Given
that Peter Behrens later became the teacher of Bauhaus
founder Walter Gropius, the Mathildenhöhe is also considered the cradle of the Bauhaus. However, World War I
largely put an end to art here. The Art Nouveau building
was largely forgotten and it was only decades later that it
attracted attention again.
As an outstretched hand that points towards the future is
likewise one possible interpretation for the recognition of
the importance of the ShUM sites of Mainz, Speyer and
Worms. After all, they have also been UNESCO World Heritage sites since July, the first Jewish sites in Germany.
The term “ShUM “derives from the initial letters of the
Rhineland-Palatinate cities in Hebrew that are today
considered the cradle of European Judaism. Jewish history goes back some 1,000 years here with the Old Jewish
Cemetery (the Judensand) in Mainz one of the most eloquent “witnesses” to it. The oldest grave dates back to
1049; most of the tombs are covered in moss and over
grown with lichen. Many of them bear the names of important academics. The stones and notes that Jewish visitors have left on them testify to an unbroken tradition
The connection to the present is something Mainz’ Lord
Mayor Michael Ebling sees as key. And in an interview, he
expressed the hope that in future Mainz would also have a
“rich Jewish life”. The fact that this existed previously in
Speyer is evidenced by the Judenhof, the Jewish court
yard. Today, several structures from the former Jewish
quarter remain: a ritual bath or mikveh from the time
around 1120, the remains of a synagogue, and those of a
shul or “School for Women”. In Worms, Jewish life centered around the synagogue that is still used today, al
though it has been rebuilt several times. There has been a
Jewish museum in the “raschi-haus” since 1982. There is
also a ritual bath that is modeled on the one in Speyer and
an old Jewish cemetery whose gravestone inscriptions represent an important historical source, as do those in
Mainz.						\\
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picture alliance/dpa
Generaldirektion Kulturelles Erbe Rheinland-Pfalz

ShUM sites in Mainz:
The New Synagogue is the
successor to earlier
synagogues. The “Juden
sand” is the oldest Jewish
cemetery in Europe.
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People

ELVIS AND
DIANA
What the King of Rock’n’Roll and the Queen of Hearts
have to do with FrankfurtRhineMain.

>

It was October 6, 1958, a day that would per-

manently alter Bad Nauheim’s image the

world over. For that was the day when Elvis Presley arrived in the quiet spa town 45 kilometers north of Frankfurt where he initially moved into a hotel. He was accompanied by his father Vernon and his paternal grandmother Minnie Mae, as well as his friends Lamar Fike
and Red West. Six days previously Elvis had landed
with the USS General Randall troop transporter in
Bremerhaven and had travelled on from there by a
special Deutsche Bahn train to Friedberg to begin his
military service in the Ray Barracks.
Bad Nauheim’s heyday as a spa town was by then al-

ready a thing of the past. In 1869, the town had been

In August 2021 a bronze
statue of Elvis Presley was
installed in Bad Nauheim.
He lived there from 1958 to
1960.

named a spa and subsequently developed into a
world-class spa resort. Emperor Franz Joseph I and
Empress Elisabeth of Austria stayed here as did their
German counterparts Kaiser Wilhelm I and Kaiserin
Augusta. Exclusive residential areas and numerous
luxurious new hotels soon mushroomed around the
spa complex, among them a Carlton, a Bristol and a
Waldorf Astoria. And as Bad Nauheim survived the
two world wars largely unscathed, in the initial
months after the end of World War II several US Occupation Zone military and civilian offices lodged at
and operated from the hotels and villas.

picture alliance/dpa (2)

With the arrival of Elvis, the famous spa experienced a
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renaissance. In the space of only a few years, with his
new sound and hip-swinging show the 23-year-old
had emerged as the King of Rock’n’Roll. And as his
fans in Bad Nauheim besieged the hotel Elvis (who,

picture alliance/dpa (2)

In February 2021, Schlosshotel
Kronberg served as the set for
episodes in the movie “Spencer”
about Lady Di – starring Kirsten
Stewart as the princess.

though a G.I., was allowed to live at home) rented a flat in
Goethestrasse 14 where he lived with his family until the
end of his military service in 1960. It was here that he met
his later wife and the mother of Lisa Marie, his only
daughter. A friend of his, the manager of Wiesbaden’s
Eagle’s Club, had brought Priscilla – who was just 14 at the
time – to a party.
In memory of Elvis Presley’s stay, in August 2021 a life-

sized bronze statue was installed on a bridge in Bad Nauheim where the rock star is said to have stood in this pose
according to a photo from 1959. What’s more, there is an
annual music festival devoted to the town‘s famous temporary resident.
In Schlosshotel Kronberg in Taunus by contrast, Lady Di

experienced one of her saddest Christmas holidays,
namely the one when she decided to separate from Prince
Charles – albeit only in a film. In February 2021, the
Schlosshotel was the location for scenes shot for the movie
“Spencer” (after Diana’s maiden name) which is due to hit
the cinemas in winter 2021. The Schlosshotel was used in
lieu of Sandringham castle in England; super star Kristen
Stewart played the “Queen of Hearts”.
Intriguingly: The mansion in the Taunus region was once

inhabited by the widow of Prussian Kaiser Friedrich III,
who only reigned for 99 days. The widow was a daughter
of the famous Queen Victoria, who was in turn distantly
related to Lady’s Di’s onetime husband, Prince Charles.
Today, the mansion and hotel belong to the House of Hessen Foundation and thus come under Prince and Landgrave Donatus of Hessen, a great nephew of the Queen.\\

An der Waldlust 15, 61440 Oberursel
Rudolf-Dietz-Str. 14, 65207 Wiesbaden
admissions@fis.edu · www.fis.edu
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Interview

THE
NEWCOMER
Tobias Vogel made a career for himself in
London’s financial district. After Brexit he
returned to Frankfurt and is now on the
Board of UBS Europe SE in Opernturm.
What does he think about his new home
and how does he view the region?

MARTIN ORTH (INTERVIEW) AND JONAS RATERMANN (PHOTOS)

>

Mr Vogel, why did UBS decide to make Frankfurt its hub
for EU business?

That was a fairly simply decision. We considered: Where is the bank
already strong, where are the general conditions best? It was relatively
obvious that only Frankfurt could fit the bill.
What general conditions do you mean?

There are several factors that play a role: the size of the market, the
volume of business, regulatory considerations, not to mention the entire financial market eco-system. What is the infrastructure like?
What are the fiscal conditions like, and so on?
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Interview

How many other employees also came to Frankfurt from Lon-

What would you tell your employees to convince them of

don? And what were their first reactions like?

Frankfurt’s qualities?

The decision did not exactly meet with enthusiasm but neither

The quality of life here is really very high. There is a lot of parkland

did we have a single instance of someone not coming with us. All

wherever you look, everything works, the infrastructure is excel-

in all, we are talking about a low three-digit number. It was more

lent, and so is the health system. If you combine all these factors,

of a problem settling people in other locations.

then FrankfurtRhineMain has a really strong advantage over many
other regions. Even though Frankfurt does not play in the same

You yourself had already spent four and a half years in Frank-

league as London, Paris or Moscow. But I’m also seeing a new trend.

furt…

Yes, I started at UBS Deutschland in 2004 before being chosen to

Which is?

work in London in 2009. We were located downtown in Stephan-

Before the pandemic some employees would have preferred to be

strasse and took the decision back then to move to the Opern-

in larger metropolises. Now they say: Oh, we would prefer to be in

turm. I was able to watch the tower being built from my living

smaller metropolises after all. Something Frankfurt is also profi-

room window although I had already relocated by the time UBS

ting from. In the last 12 months I’ve had many such inquiries.

moved in.
And what about the behavior of younger people who come straight
Now you are located high up in the Opernturm and live with your

from university?

family in Frankfurt again. How does that feel?

They go where the jobs are and where they have good career op-

I have always liked Frankfurt, especially the cosmopolitan fee-

portunities. Years ago, especially in investment banking, careers

ling that the city and the people really do thoroughly exude. So, I

were made via London. Now – and once again due to Brexit –

would say Frankfurt is a city that is easy to settle in and where

continental Europe also has an advantage. So, I think the pendu-

you are given a good welcome.

lum is swinging back.
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Frankfurt should offer
everything in German
and English. That would
be a signal.

//

In a different context you once suggested that Frankfurt should
position itself more strongly as a commuter city. Why?

Because there is probably no other city where you can reach the
airport as quickly as in Frankfurt – and that includes using public transport.
Do you have something like a favorite place in Frankfurt or the region?

The Opernplatz, right on our doorstep. Name me another city
where you can eat as well as here at a central location. In most
Tobias Vogel
Born 1976 in Münsterland and grew up
in Munich. Went to London at the tender
age of 23 where he remained until 2020
– apart from working for several years
in Frankfurt. Now he is on the Board of
UBS Europe SE, headquartered in
Frankfurt, and responsible for European
Investment Banking and the Global
Wealth Management business in Germany. UBS is a large Swiss bank based
in Zürich and the largest global asset
manager. Tobias Vogel is married and
has five children. He has a German and
a British passport.

other cities you get some sort of tourist stands that you just don’t
fancy. Or the bridge at the ECB with the Hafenpark, Frankfurt
really feels like a big city there. I also find the Rheingau very, very
beautiful.
So, everything is ideal? Or do you see room for improvement?

Naturally, lots of people who come here initially have to deal with
the bureaucracy. That’s an area where Frankfurt could do better.
Any ideas?

Frankfurt could set the tone by offering everything in German
and English. That would surely be a popular move among many
of the people who are not from Germany. And Frankfurt is the
only city apart from Berlin, I think, where you could do that. \\

//

Quiz

FRM FOR
NEWCOMERS
The FrankfurtRhineMain metropolitan region offers decisive advantages
for talented people and expats. Do you know what they are?

1

How many high-rises are there in FRM?
A 10

B 20

C 30

2

How many international schools
in FRM offer courses for the International Baccalaureate Diploma?
A 2
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B 5

C 10

3

How long does it take to get
from Frankfurt’s main railway
station to the airport using
public transport?
A 12 minutes
B 32 minutes
C 58 minutes

4

How many co-working spaces
are there in FRM?
A 10

B 20

C 30

5

What is the average
rental price per square
meter for apartments in
Frankfurt?
A 15.75 Euro
B 18.45 Euro
C 21.25 Euro

Solutions: 1: C | 2: C | 3: A | 4: B | 5: A

Find Your Future in
FrankfurtRheinMain!
People from almost 200 nations call FrankfurtRheinMain their home, and everyone who would
like to be part of our community is welcome.
With its strong economy, great quality of life and
cultural diversity, FrankfurtRheinMain is one of
the best places to live in Germany. If you would
like to discover the region, we are more than
happy to help!

Conta ct us!
+49 (0)69 2577 2577
contact@find-it-in-frm.de

Find everything you need to
know about living and
working in FrankfurtRheinMain

The FrankfurtRheinMain
International Office gives
you advice by email, phone
or in person

For news, events and tips,
have a look at our
social media channels

www.facebook.com/finditinfrm
www.instagram.com/finditinfrm
www.linkedin.com/company/
find-it-in-frankfurtrheinmain/

www.find-it-in-frm.de
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Education

THE
TALENT
CAMPUS
The Frankfurt International School in Oberursel is
one of the largest and best international schools. This
is where many a career was launched.
BY KIM BERG (TEXT) AND JONAS RATERMANN (FOTOS)
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Summer Camp: American Joe (2nd
from the l.) has teamed up with
other students to program a robot.

>

A small Lego robot drives with a slight buzz through

the classroom – carefully monitored by Joe. The

young American built and programmed it herself. She is one of
the countless participants in the Summer Camp at the Frankfurt
International School (FIS) in Oberursel. “Programming robots is
really cool,” declares next year’s fifth grader.
In the FIS Summer Camp the children learn while coding and

programming that science can be really exciting. Robotics is only
one of the many summer offerings. The children, whose parents
tend to be expats, can also go for sports, crafts, or try their hand
at acting. Normal lessons tend to be just as varied. In addition to
math, physics, chemistry and history, the international school
also teaches subjects such as fine arts, music, theater, design and
sports science. Then there is language instruction in English,
French, German, Japanese, Korean, and Spanish.
Sometimes classes are held outdoors, too, because the FIS is lo-

cated directly on the edge of the Taunus forests. Outdoors the
students learn how important a sustainable approach to the environment is, which is why the school grounds include its own
pond and beehive.
The curriculum also includes social involvement. What shape it

takes is something the students themselves decide. The FIS offers

//

Education

INTERNATIONAL SCHOOLS
WITH THE IB DIPLOMA
Frankfurt International School – Oberursel
www.fis.edu
ISF Internationale Schule Frankfurt – Frankfurt
www.isf.sabis.net
FIS International School Wiesbaden – Wiesbaden
www.fis.edu
Goethe Gymnasium Frankfurt – Frankfurt
www.gg-ffm.de
Strothoff International School – Dreieich
www.strothoff-international-school.com
Metropolitan School Frankfurt – Frankfurt
www.m-school.de
Lyceè Francaise Victor Hugo – Frankfurt
www.lfvh.net
State International School Seeheim Jugenheim – Seeheim
Jugenheim www.schuldorf.de
Accadis International School – Bad Homburg
http://school.accadis.com
The international community:
The large Asian business community
in FrankfurtRhineMain is reflected in
FIS’s student enrolment.
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Herderschule Gießen – Gießen
www.herderschule-giessen.de
You can find more international schools here:

w
 ww.frm-united.de/fileadmin/user_upload/PDF/Internationale_Schulen_EN_Sept_2017_HTAI.pdf

We want to be one of
the world’s leading
international schools.

//

Constantin Loebus,
Director of Finance and
Operations at the FIS

them a choice from countless different programs, which include
helping set up schools in the Kalahari Desert, repairing bicycles
for refugees, or maintaining a section of the Roman Limes wall in

Constantin Loebus: The
Director of Finance and Operations likewise attended international schools as a child.

the Taunus hills.
Alongside the curriculum, the FIS also scores highly with a great

range of sports extending from baseball and swimming to rugby
and football. And there’s something for parents, too. For example, they can relax during yoga classes or improve their German
language skills.
Teaching at the FIS focuses on students who only stay a few years

The FIS is not the only international school in the Frankfurt

in Germany and will then attend an international school in ano-

catchment area. There are in total about 20 international schools

ther country. “That’s how I grew up, too. My dad was at the UN

in FrankfurtRhineMain, many of which teach the curriculum for

and I went to international schools in Afghanistan, the Ivory

the International Baccalaureate diploma (IB). This diploma of ge-

Coast, Geneva, and Vienna,” comments Constantin Loebus, Di-

neral education is recognized the world over as a university ent-

rector of Finance and Operations at the FIS.

rance qualification. All schools that offer an IB have the same
structure and hold the same examinations, meaning that child-

Since 1961 the FIS has been teaching international pupils and

ren do not have any catching up to do if they change schools.

students from 1st through 12th grade at its Taunus campus. In
1992, a second school opened in Wiesbaden that offers 1st – 8th

“The FIS is one of the seven schools that founded the Internatio-

grade. Some 1,600 children from 60 different countries attend

nal Baccalaureate,” Loebus says. Moreover, the school scores

the campus in Oberursel, and a further 200 go to school in Wies-

highly with good IB pass-out grades. The average FIS grade is 36

baden. In addition to its elementary, middle and high schools,

out of 45 points, well above the world-wide norm of 30 points.

FIS in Oberursel also features a primary school for children aged

Alongside the IB, FIS students can also acquire a US high school

three and upwards.

diploma that is then recognized in the United States.

All classes are held only in English, as the staff members also have

Even after completing their IB, alumni benefit from their time at

an international background. The teachers come from a total of

the FIS. Because be it authors, educators, filmmakers, musicians,

30 different countries – primarily from English-speaking coun-

or politicians, the FIS alumni network covers the entire globe.

tries such as the USA, Canada, Great Britain or Australia. That

They include such greats as film producer Wendy Sax or New

said, an increasing number of teachers from the Asian-Pacific

York architect Gilles Depardon. Alumni meets and networking

region are signing on at the FIS. “We want the teaching staff to

events forge permanent links that endure well after graduation.

match the composition of the students,” explains Loebus. Many
of the students are from the USA and Germany, but also from Asi-

“We want to be one of the world’s leading international schools,”

an countries such as China or South Korea. This reflects the large

says Loebus, “that’s the benchmark we have set ourselves.” And good

Asian business community in FrankfurtRhineMain.

foundations are laid: It is already one of the oldest and largest. 

\\
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Location
Since 2007 Annegret ReinhardtLehmann and Jörg Schaub have
been at the helm of Wirtschaftsinitiative FrankfurtRheinMain.

UNITED
FOR FRM
How the Wirtschaftsinitiative FrankfurtRheinMain business initiative networks companies in the region and imagines the region’s future – and has been
doing so for 25 years now.

>

No one would probably argue that the economy is not beco

1996 joined forces to create Wirtschaftsinitiative Frankfurt

ming increasingly globalized, the working world more vir

RheinMain. Today, 25 years on, it has become one of the most

tual. And the Corona pandemic is accelerating digitization. That

important business networks in the region with almost 130

said, there is another phenomenon that is as old as the world of

members – from large international corporations to business

trading itself: “All business is local.” Business is done by people

start-ups. The overall aim has however remained the same: to

who feel attached to their home location. And some people want

make a concerted effort to advance the metropolitan region

to actively shape the future. Like the 40 or so companies that in

around Frankfurt that extends from Mainz in the West to Aschaf
fenburg in the East, and from the Wetterau in the North to the
Bergstrasse in the South. The value of networks becomes all the

The collaboration between academics,
the business world, and politics in our
region has found a special form in the
‘Houses of’. The Wirtschaftsinitiative
was instrumental in establishing the
concept of sectoral centers of expertise –
and as such also laid the foundation for
the House of Pharma & Healthcare.

clearer during a pandemic: Together things are easier.
Three questions for Annegret Reinhardt-Lehmann and Jörg
Schaub, Managing Directors of the Wirtschaftsinitiative Frank
furtRheinMain:
Why do your activities focus on the metropolitan region?

Annegret Reinhardt-Lehmann: FrankfurtRhineMain is a strong

business region offering a great quality of life – but it is not with
out national and international rivals. The thing that makes us
special is both an advantage and a disadvantage: We are not a
central metropolis, but rather a metropolitan region that is poly
centric in nature. Some 5.8 million people live in different cities
and communities, each with its own special character – and with
Frankfurt as a strong core at its center. In administrative terms
the region straddles three states: Hessen, Rhineland-Palatinate
and Bavaria. Consequently, we might sometimes seem to lack a
Prof. Manfred Schubert-Zsilavecz
Professor of Pharmaceutical Chemistry at Johann Wolfgang
Goethe University, Frankfurt, and President of the House of
Pharma & Healthcare
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clearly defined profile and be a little short on political clout. This
is an area where the business world can play a role.

For some time now the Wirtschaftsinitiative has been actively engaged in the growing
FrankfurtRhineMain start-up
ecosystem. Without this involvement our regional startup platform and many other
projects in the scene would not
have been able to develop such
momentum.

The chambers of commerce and industry and
the Wirtschaftsinitiative make ideal partners.
Thanks to our very close cooperation we ensure
that the interests of the companies in the
FrankfurtRhineMain metropolitan region as a
whole are ideally represented. In particular, we
devote our energies to creating more land for
development for housing, commerce and industry,
not to mention a better transport infrastructure.

Ulrich Caspar
President of the Frankfurt Chamber of Industry and Commerce,
and Chair of Wirtschaftsinitiative FrankfurtRheinMain

What exactly does the Wirtschaftsinitiative FrankfurtRheinMain do?

Carolin Wagner
Co-founder and Managing Director of the
STATION start-up-platform

Jörg Schaub: Our members are convinced that as a metropolitan

region we have the best opportunities for the future. That’s why
in FrankfurtRhineMain they are committed to thinking beyond
local and regional borders, and making a joint effort. The Wirt
schaftsinitiative offers a joint platform for this. It networks our
community at top-flight events and connects them to people
who have something to say – be it the CEOs of blue chips, leading
politicians, top scientists, or the President of the Bundesbank.
And we are open to all those who are equally passionate about the
concept of the metropolitan region, for example with our new
event “Upside Insights” format. In addition, we provide a strate
gic impetus for regional development, support benchmark stu

Kjell Schmidt
Managing Director of the
Regionalpark RheinMain

dies, and initiate cooperation projects that bring out the strengths
of our region.
Who belongs to your network and how do the companies benefit
from membership?

Annegret Reinhardt-Lehmann: Naturally our network has many

In the competition with other locations
our region has to bring the quality-oflife aspect into the equation. Here we have
Regionalpark RheinMain as an ace up
our sleeve – with a great ring of parkland on our doorsteps which we ensure
people can experience via a network of
routes. Without the generous support of
the business community and the Wirtschaftsinitiative in particular, the Regionalpark as we know it today would not
be conceivable.

“heavyweights”, some of them were in fact among our founding
members. We succeed with our circle of members in represen
ting the broad sectoral spectrum of FrankfurtRhineMain. And
this diversity is one of our region’s great strengths. Companies
stand to benefit in several regards. In addition to our network
events, we enable members to be genuinely involved in shaping
our metropolitan region. Naturally, it is up to each company to
decide on the nature and intensity of its commitment – we esta
blish the connections and help set up projects.
Jörg Schaub: We have already made our promise for the next 25

years: We’ll keep at it! The future belongs to metropolitan regions
and networked thinking!	

\\
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Locals

TOMORROW’S
PEOPLE
Five of 5.8 million: Anyone who knows these faces and stories knows what
makes the FrankfurtRhineMain metropolitan region so strong.

>

The Corona pandemic was slowed down not least of

plies the urgently needed lipid shells with which the mRNA sub

all thanks to the outstanding achievement of two

stance is safely transported to the cells after being injected.

individuals based in Mainz – Biontech founders Özlem Türeci

Mainz special glass manufacturer Schott produces the chemical

and Ugur Sahin. In less than 12 months, the two researchers suc

and temperature resistant bottles needed for the transport. And

ceeded in developing a highly effective and safe vaccine. There

Frankfurt International Airport is the main transshipment cen

was a time this would have taken years, if not decades. Another

ter for the international distribution of vaccines. This confirms

important factor in this success story is the existence of a strong

once again the economic clout of the metropolitan region and

cluster in FrankfurtRhineMain. After all, alongside the fast de

shows how innovative its citizens are. Time and time again there

velopment of a vaccine, its fast production and delivery is equally

are people whose ideas and projects have an impact far beyond

important. Darmstadt pharmaceuticals corporation Merck sup

the region. 
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Eva Fricke
Winemaker

Though she came from a different profess
ional background, she achieved something
that numerous prize-winning vintners in
the Rheingau had failed to do: In 2020, her
2019 Lorcher Krone Riesling Trockenbee
renauslese was awarded the highest possib
le score of 100 points by Robert Parker’s
Wine Advocate. Only 700 wines had previ
ously gained this distinction. Yet Eva Fricke
neither comes from a wine-grower’s family
nor does she come from a wine-growing re
gion. Born in Bremen, she studied vinicul
ture in Geisenheim and ended up staying
there. In 2006, she founded her own vine
yard with a small leasehold property in a
peripheral location. Today, she manages 17
hectares and produces wines in keeping
with the organic and vegan guidelines. The
famous British wine critic Stuart Pigott
praises her as the “leading rising

MBassler

star winemaker in Germany”.

Locals

picture alliance/Bernd Kammerer

//

Bernd Breiter
Music producer

The terrestrial is no longer enough. The aspirations of Frankfurt mu
sic producer and event manager Bernd Breiter, who since 2013 has
managed the World Club Dome event with over 100 DJs in
Frankfurt’s Deutsche Bank Park, extend into outer space. When in
autumn 2021 Matthias Maurer heads out for the ISS space station as
the fourth German astronaut, the three-and-a-half minute „Space
Symphony“ produced by Breiter is set to be his constant compa
nion. Breiter got his first taste of aeronautics in 2018 when he orga
nized the World Club Dome Zero Gravity event. Three DJs played
a 20-minute set on board an Airbus. Now it’s Maurer’s turn:
“Hey, music is a universal language.”
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Belén Garijo
Manager

She is the first female to head a Dax-listed cor
poration. Since May 2021 Spain’s Belén Garijo
has been in charge of Darmstadt chemicals and
pharmaceuticals company Merck. A medical
doctor specializing in clinical pharmacology,
she worked in a hospital in Madrid before mo
ving to the pharmaceutical industry and after
various positions ended up at Merck in 2011. The
61-year-old would like to use the momentum
created by Corona to advance the location as a
pharmaceuticals hub and also to push a cultural
change in her company. “It’s not so important
for me that I’m the first. For me it is more im
portant that I’m not the last woman heading
a Dax corporation,” she told the Frank

Bernd Hartung

furter Allgemeine Zeitung.

//

Locals

Samuel Gärtner
Designer

His fashion ideas were a highlight of the Frankfurt Fashion Week 2021. The
actual fashion event took place digitally owing to the pandemic, but small
shows above all by local designers provided a glimpse of what or who we
could expect in future. One such show was the first fashion collection of
23-year-old Frankfurt designer Samuel Gärtner, presented to invited guests
in Frankfurt’s Senckenberg Museum. “As a child I went to the museum eve
ry weekend with my grandmother,” says Gärtner. During the pandemic the
former Waldorf student and fashion influencer dusted down his sewing
1920s to 1990s with large collars and hats.
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Fredrik von Erichsen / BILD

machine and started to sew again. The result: items in the style of the

Oskar Offermann
DJ and teacher

Once around the world and back. It is now 16 years
since Frankfurt native Oskar Offermann went to
Berlin to conquer the world as a DJ. He made a
name for himself worldwide with his “White” la
bel and concerts in over 40 different countries.
Then came Corona, live events were impossible –
and Offermann was without a job. But he had stu
died at the Berlin University of the Arts and this
F.A.Z./Lucas Bäuml

meant he was eligible to teach art. He has worked
at a grammar school in Offenbach since October
2020. He so enjoys his work that even after the
pandemic he wants to continue in both sectors.
And Offermann argues that the two jobs are
not that different. You need to have a feel
ing for the audience – or your students.

//

Finally

A DREAM IN
BLUE

F.A.Z.-Foto/Maximilian von Lachner

F.A.Z.-Foto/Maximilian von Lachner

Mid-September the Deutsche Romantik
Museum opened – right next door to the
Goethe House in Frankfurt.

A place for the senses: The multimedia exhibition rooms and the
connecting staircase

>

For ten long years Anne Bohnenkamp-Renken, Director of Freies Deut-

as Caspar David Friedrich’s “Der Abendstern”

sches Hochstift, worked with her team to realize the Deutsches Roman-

(The Evening Star) and Johann Heinrich

tik Museum. Finally, in mid-September 2021 this gem of a museum opened its doors

Füssli’s “Der Nachtmahr” (The Nightmare).

to the public. It is the world’s very first museum to be devoted exclusively to German
Romanticism, in other words to the era that foreigners most associate with Germany.

The three-section building which emulates

the yellow and sandstone shades of the neighEssentially, the museum is built around the unique collection of literature on Ger-

bouring Goethe House was designed by Frank-

man Romanticism which was assembled over the past 100 years by Freies Deutsches

furt architect Christoph Mäckler. Comprising

Hochstift (the body which is responsible for Frankfurt’s Goethe House). Amongst

three floors, it is home to 1,200 square meters

the museum’s most precious treasures are Joseph von Eichendorff’s hand-written

for the permanent exhibition and a further 400

first draft of one of the most famous poems of German Romanticism “Wünschelru-

square meters for temporary shows. A particu-

te” (Dowsing Rod) and Robert Schumann’s own draft compositions for his “Szenen

lar eyecatcher is the staircase, “Jacob’s Ladder

aus Goethes Faust” (Scenes from Goethe’s Faust). Add to this such famous paintings

leading to the blue flower.”\\
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Become Part of the Success

We are happy to assist your company with access to
local contacts at all levels and across a broad range of
industries. With our support, you will be given access
to customized technology and location consulting,
European-focused consulting and funding advice.
Join us on the road to success!
Our experts are here for you.
Hessen Trade & Invest GmbH
Konradinerallee 9, 65189 Wiesbaden, Germany
+49 611 95017 8203
info@htai.de

www.invest-in-hessen.com

FrankfurtRheinMain.
FrankfurtRheinMain.
Neue
Perspektiven.
New
Perspectives.

FrankfurtRheinMain is more. Much more than you might
expect. It is beautiful and very liveable. Dynamic, cosmopolitan
and one of the best-connected regions in Europe.

The metropolitan area that
takes you forward!

The heart of a broad-based economy beats at the pace of nearly 6 million
people from nearly 200 nations. This is where strong companies and
innovative start-ups write their success stories. Here knowledge and culture
flourish thanks to a diverse landscape of academic institutions and creative
industries. Global flows of goods and data meet forests and meadows,
rivers and vineyards.

Your Business Network
for FrankfurtRheinMain
www.die-wirtschaftsinitiative.de

